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1 Welcome and Apologies

Date 28th March 2018

Location Reading Community Learning Centre, 94, London St, Reading RG1 4SJ

Present James Penn, Milman Road
Shaheen Kausar, Chatham Street
Douglas Dean, Westwood Road Surgery
Christopher Mott, Milman Road
David Bales, Longbarn Lane
Cathy Cousins, Pembroke Surgery
Martha Klein, London Street
Tom Lake, Pembroke Surgery
Paul Williams, Milman Road Surgery
Helen Turner

Apologies Phil Lowry, UHC
Douglas Findlay, Pembroke Surgery
Joan Lloyd
Pat Bunch, Healthwatch
Libby Stroud, Pembroke
Aneela Mushtaq, Kennet Surgery

Martha Klein was in the chair initially as James Penn was delayed - bus services had been disrupted by
extreme weather.

Apologies were tendered from James Cuggy, Philip Lowry, Douglas Findlay, Joan Lloyd, Aneela Mushtaq,
Francis Brown, Pat Bunch, Libby Stroud.

Tom Lake introduced James Warren, the patient lead member on the Musculo-skeletal pathway redesign
committee. James’s support worker was also present. Karen Grannum had suggested to us that James
would be able to give us a useful description of the work and workings of the committee.

2 Musculo-skeletal (MSK) Pathway Redesign

James Warren was a volunteer from Arthritis Care chosen to be patient lead on the MSK redesign committee.

The new Integrated Care System (ICS - formerly Accountable Care System) brought in new forms of organ-
isation.

Long term conditions are now central to the NHS and these involve long sequences of care rather than a
single episode. The NHS is keen to move people out of hospital into the community (e.g. home ) when
possible.

Martha Klein: Who benefits? James Warren: The patient - being in hospital is not ideal and particularly
so for elderly people.
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James Warren: We are seeing a move to new models of care with better patient care and less cost.

The idea of the redesign is to integrate phsyiotheraphists, hospitals, GPs. ICS is the framework to make
that possible, trying to provide joined up care. ICS gets control of its total budget and can move incentives
around. NHS Organisations are encouraged to come out of their silos and work together. This is easier said
than done. It is a bit of a new idea for the NHS - which can be stuck in its ways.

In order to test the ICS concept we have 10 vanguards of which Berkshire West is one. 4 CCGs in Berkshire
West become one on 1st April. The CCG and NHS provider organisations are currently testing the ICS
concept on the musculo-skeletal pathway exclusively. Later subjects of redesigned treatment pathways could
be diabetes, COPD etc.

One of the issues that we have is that hospitals compete for patients - some private, some NHS providers.
Rather than local hospitals compete for hip and knee operations can they get together and work together?
Agree budgets and distribution of work?

The NHS was keen to get patients at the centre of this - involved in the ICS. A number of patients were
recruited to take part. Early on there was an initial meeting to gather concerns and stakeholders. Others
from Arthritis Care attended that meeting - I came on board in August. Arthritis Care has a contract with
the CCG (I think) and we have been giving talks about pain control and join replacements etc

Tom Lake: This was probably not fully operational in South Reading until recently. My wife asked about
this a couple of years ago as she prepared for a shoulder replacement. There was a leaflet on the surgery
rack about Arthritis Care but the GP was at the time unsure about the arrangements. Application resulted
in attendance at a single meeting.

James Warren: Volunteers don’t always know much about the patient they are seeing.

Cathy Cousins: Here is a more recent case. My friend has seen phsyios, has X-ray evidence of the urgent
need for hip replacement and yet has been told she needs to see Arthritis Care.

James Warren: The idea is to help patients make the decisions (shared decision making) - try phsyio and
improve pain control before they get to consultant referral.

Cathy Cousins: My friend had already found that she couldn’t do the exercises recommended by the phsyio.

Martha Klein: I have heard in the news about GPs being paid not to make referrals.

James Warren: It can be incredibly frustrating as a patient. You can be referred from one to another and
never really get anywhere. I do hear this a lot. People sometimes don’t know why they are at Arthritis
Care.

Paul Williams: ISn’t there a decision tree to help people understand the process?

James Warren: That’s what I would like to see.

GPs should do a better job of explaining the pathway. You expect to wait a bit. You should explore exercise,
pain control etc.

Tom Lake: Why should everyone wait? - doesn’t it depend on acuteness? Should GPs be making the
decision. What about community consultants?

James Warren: GPs with enhanced qualification will be making these decisions.

James Warren: We are still looking at some arrangements - obviously confidentiality arrangements forbid me
from giving you the full details. There are many people in the room when the pathway is being discussed.
It is a structured collaborative process - month after month of discussion.

Paul Williams: Are we following anywhere else in the UK or are we designing the wheel afresh?

James Warren: As the process went on Circle helped design some of the areas - they have done some of this
in Bedford and other sites. But in the end this will be unique.

Paul Williams: We do want some uniformity across England. The danger is that each area goes out of its
way to make it different.

James Warren: I don’t see all the discussion as there are topic subgroups. I am in the IT group. Electronic
referral is a key part of all this. Connected Care (connecting up hospitals, GP surgerues, social workers,
community nurses) is an important element supporting this. We need to make sure that an X-ray taken in
one place can be seen elsewhere and notes can be accessed from different places. I have had a lot of hip and
knee replacements.

Tom Lake: Is the principle of Connected Care that all update is done at one site and the window of data
can be viewed at other sites?

James Warren: I am asking about this. I am not really qualified to answer all this - I am not a representative
of Circle.
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The patient input is rather minimal. STO Healthcare Consultants (who are organising the process) made
sure patients views were heard early on. They are very good at making sure that the patient doesn’t get
steam-rollered. It is critical that patient voices are heard.

Meetings are set to cover different areas - clinical model - finance - governance - demographics. We are
looking at the clinical model tomorrow. We meet for 3 hours monthly plus in working groups.

As a patient these are things you don’t generally see. And you don’t usually get to seee all the working
parts. It is important to see behind the hood to see how things should be done - to make informed decisions.

My impact? - it is difficult to say that you had a massive impact - you can’t necessarily be involved in it all
your life. One thing that patients have influenced is the clinical model - we have looked quite carefully into
it.

Tom Lake: What is a clinical model?

James Warren: The patient journey. To make sure that it is straightforward; that the patient knows where
they are and has the right to feedback. So the patient has a number to phone to find out where they are in
the system and where they are going next. We want to avoid patients being referred back and forth. There
has to be a coordination centre in the middle. We have been through case studies - I have raised issues with
some of those. My own complex problems don’t necessarily fit into the system. There are matters still to
discuss.

The more you understand the more you can question the professionals.

As a collaborative process it is not so much us and them - you get to understand the professionals’ agendas
and what they are trying to do. Having patients in the room does moderate the views of the professionals.
As a patient your interest is that of the patients - not making a profit or supporting a particular organisation.
Things have improved and settled down and a lot of work has gone on behind the scenes. They have moved
on from competition and are working together.

Martha Klein: Is this a budget decided locally or nationally?

James Warren: It is a local decision as to how much to spend. There will be a i5 -year contract with one
organisation and subctontractors.

As a patient it is good to give something back, I have had a lot of treatment. If I can do something for
other patients and the NHS that has to be a good thing - giving back. There are a lot of people around who
are passionate about the NHS and getting the best for the patients. It is complex stuff - they are very well
informed and capable. We all know that the NHS is under massive pressure. It is hard to improve it under
these conditions - as a patient you can be a check and a balance on some of the processes.

Christopher Mott: Is the aim for a standard clinical pathway that can be written down and standardised?

James Warren: There is a written clinical model. Our questions are all about different circumstances. There
will be a coordination centre which will be able to track patients through the system.

Christopher Mott: I have had one knee replacement and am about to have another. The second time straight
through while the first time involved Arthritis Care and form-filling with the GP.

James Warren: Patients are looking for consistency.

The resdesigned pathway is planned to go live at the beginning of October. Any new patient after that
should go into the new system. My treatments have been at several hospitals - and I have to coordinate all
of that. I hope this system will now do this.

Christopher Mott: The postcode lottery is often condemned. Will this lead to uniformity?

James Warren: Patient choice comes into play.

Martha Klein: If not competing, how will patient choice work?

Tom Lake: Maybe with a fixed capacity at each site - so waiting times may change as patients make different
choices.

James Warren: Now I need your help as we go forward. Once we are up and running I will be looking
for help from all the patient voices and groups. I am chair of the oversight group and will be looking for
feedback.

Tom Lake: We can gather our volunteers to get feedback.

Cathy Cousins: Are you confident that changes will be for the better?

James Warren: The participants are very keen to make it work. I can’t say it will be perfect and there will be
teething problems. From what I have seen I think there are really good ideas and it will be an improvement.

Paul Williams: French and Germans have good health services. Have we looked at their services to see what
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models they have?

James Warren: Perhaps more to reflect on there.

3 Minutes of Last Meeting

Approved.

4 PPG Reports

4.1 London Street

Martha Klein: Good news. I attended my first PPG meeting. There was a friendly atmosphere. A doctor
and the practice manager met in a cooperative atmosphere with 5 or 6 patients. Matters discussed - patients
report no difficulty in getting appointments. The patient list is increasing - there are 2 full-time GPs, 1
locum 3 days per week, 3 nurses. The practice manager had formerly been there and retired but returned
after many changes. Probably this is not as formal as the Milman Road PPG but it felt as if it was working
all right. Patients were interested and keen and the doctors were receptive and willing to solve problems.
Not a them and us atmosphere.

Minutes are produced.

Christopher Mott: It is very important to have an action log. Otherwise you can’t see that you are having
a positive effect.

Paul Williams: One of the standards we are trying to adhere to is to be truly representative. We have no
Asian members in our PPG and are too old. We are trying to bring in good practice that we have seen
elsewhere.

James Penn: National Patient Participation Week is in June.

4.2 Longbarn Lane

David Bales: The patient group was initially dedicated to defending the practice from threats of closure or
amalgamation. Now that that threat is removed it will have to change round. The group has a cooperative
atmosphere. It is trying to absorb the major changes. The building work is nearly finished. Great attention
to the details. Very nice noticeboards - receptionists’ workware etc.

4.3 Milman Road

Paul Williams: The lift is now working. They didn’t get the planning permission to extend over the car
park - there were lots of local objections.

Christopher Mott: Thanks to Paul Williams we have a system of scores against criteria for rating our
meetings. Last meeting we scored 20/40. That is not fully successful but does show some standards by
which the PPG can judge itself. We have a cooperative atmosphere, but are just beginning to flex muscles.
The old Lister practice never had a PPG so this is new to them. I think we are strong enough to get through
the sticky points that we will undoubtedly encounter.

Shaheen Kausar: We can use surveys in the waiting room - say quarterly.

4.4 Pembroke

No news.

4.5 Westwood Road

No news.
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4.6 UHC

James Warren was a patient at UHC.

5 Healthwatch Report

Pat Bunch sent apologies and a written report.

The Borough Council had postponed a decision on the joint commissioning of Healthwatch with Wokingham.

Healthwatch Reading had completed the inspections of the initial 5 sites in its pilot enter and view project
on care homes.

The report on public awareness of TB had been presented at the Health and Wellbeing Board on 16th March.

Western Elms Surgery had been rated GOOD by the Care Quality Commission.

6 AOB

James Penn recalled the Council debate (webcast) on the 27th on a Health motion (see appendix). Graham
Hoskin, proposing, was able to give precise answers to the debate.

TL - CCG gov body, PPC papers.

A Action List

Date Who Urgency Action Status/Done

28/6/17 ++ Dr Thava’s Challenge Awaiting response

28/6/17 JP,TL,SK ++ Seek funding for SRPV public outreach Pending

25/10/17 TL Initiate support for Chatham Street PPG Letter sent - awaiting reply

B Subsequent Points from James Warren

With regard to Mrs Lake’s shoulder replacement and the role of Arthritis Care in the process. As I understand
it, Arthritis Care have been brought in only in the case of hip and knee replacements. They don’t see patients
with other joint replacement needs. Hip and knees are obviously very common and this is where the emphasis
currently is.

Arthritis Care have previously had a wide range of activities that they would deliver so I’ve previously been
involved in giving general talks about arthritis, running pain management workshops and workshops for
healthcare professionals working with arthritis sufferers. However, after a change of CEO and an overhaul
of the charity a few years ago, their strategy has changed and is much more focused on the drop-in centres
and workshops that are a central part of Berkshire West. Arthritis Care’s activities in Berkshire West are
unique because they hold a contract with the CCG to deliver these drop-in centres for patients referred to
Arthritis Care from their GPs.

Cathy Cousins talked about her friend and you asked why should everyone wait? I should stress that the
process is not intended to stop anyone from having surgery should they need it. Although her friend had to
’jump through several hoops’, if her diagnostics and pain mean that she needs a hip replacement then there
should be no argument about this. The meeting with Arthritis Care would be to ensure that she was fully
aware of all the different options open to her (including surgery). After seeing Arthritis Care, she would
then go back to her GP better informed about the choices available to her going forwards

However, there needs to be consistency for all patients and expediency for cases that are clearly in need of
urgent surgery. From a personal point of view, I want to eliminate stories of people saying they don’t know
where they are in the system; why they keep having to see different people; why no-one listens to them; ’I’m
in constant agony, I can’t go out and I’ve had an x-ray and told I need surgery but that was 6 months ago
and nothing has happened’ etc.

Although I mentioned the aimed start date of October. I should stress that this is a planned date. As far
as I’m aware, discussions are still going on about various aspects of the contract and the restructure is still
subject to change as are the implementation timelines.
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C Motion on NHS Integration at Reading Borough Council,
27th March

This Council notes:

• Our local NHS has gone through reorganisation after reorganisation over the past eight years. Under-
funding of our NHS continues to grow with a projected £495 million pound funding gap for West of
Berkshire, Oxfordshire & Buckinghamshire areas unless action is taken. This represents a significant
threat to the ability of providers to carry out their services. Underfunding has contributed to Royal
Berkshire Hospital’s worst A& E winter performance on record last year.

• It’s disappointing that after significant changes brought by the Health and Social Care Act 2014
and the NHS’s Five Year Forward View there are to be yet more changes with the introduction of
Integrated Care Systems. Integrated Care Systems operate with little transparency and accountability
to the wider public. There is a potential for these Integrated Care Systems to become Accountable
Care Organisations.

• That the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care, Jeremy Hunt, stated that these Accountable
Care Organisations could be sent out and tendered by ’independent sector organisations’.

‘

Reading Borough Council Believes:

• That NHS services should remain in public ownership and that elements of the system that have been
privatised ought to be brought back into public ownership.

• That integrated working between health and social care where it is beneficial and focussed around the
needs of communities and people should be pursued but can only be successful when fully funded.

• That the Berkshire West Integrated Care System needs to operate with strong transparency and
accountability to the public.

Reading Borough Council Resolves:

• To oppose the creation of any form of Accountable Care Organisation in the Berkshire West area
that would be open to private contract tender or have any kind of company type structure.

• To call upon the Board of the Integrated Care System partnership to make arrangements for public
access to the Board’s agendas, meetings and minutes.

• To call upon the local Berkshire West Integrated Care System to be fully transparent and consult
the public over the development of its plans to deal with its funding gap.
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